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ABSTRACT 
The basic properties of interval matrix multiplication and several well-known 
solution algorithms for linear interval equations are abstracted by the concept of a 
sublinear map. The new concept, coupled with a systematic use of Ostrowski’s 
comparison operator (in a form generalized to interval matrices), is used to derive 
quantitative information about the result of interval Gauss elimination and the limit of 
various iterative schemes for the solution of linear interval equations. Moreover, 
optimality results are proved for (1) the use of the midpoint inverse as a precondition- 
ing matrix, and (2) GaussSeidel iteration with componentwise intersection. This 
extends and improves results by Scheu, Krawczyk, and Alefeld and Herzberger. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper new methods are introduced for the study of direct and 
iterative solution algorithms for linear interval equations. The basic problem 
in linear interval equations is to find good interval enclosures for the set 
(1) 
of solutions 0 of & = 2, where A ranges over a matrix interval A, and f 
ranges over a vector interval x. We would Iike to compute the huU A% of (l), 
i.e. the intersection of all intervals containing (1). By imitating the Gauss 
elimination algorithm for the solution of ordinary linear equations in interval 
arithmetic, an enclosure AGx for AHx is obtained (Moore [17]). But it is well 
known (see e.g. Hansen and Smith [ll], Wongwises [26]) that in many cases, 
AGx does not exist (due to division by an interval containing zero) or gives 
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pessimistic bounds (due to “dependence”). On the other hand, AGx = AHx if 
A is an interval M-matrix and x > 0, x < 0, or x 3 0 (Barth and Nuding [4], 
Beeck [5]). If A is an H-matrix, A% exists (Alefeld [l]), but nothing has been 
known about the quality of AGx. 
Similarly, interval imitation of Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel iteration produces 
(in case of convergence) a limiting interval vector AFx, which again is an 
enclosure of AHx. If A is an interval M-matrix then AFx = AHx for all interval 
vectors x (Barth and Nuding [4]). For other matrices A, these schemes were 
considered by Gay [9] in 1982. Already, Apostolatos and Kulisch [3], 0. 
Mayer [16], and Alefeld and Herzberger [2] had considered a whole-step and 
single-step iteration for the related problem y = x + By, and for B = I - A, its 
solution y (if it exists) is an enclosure of AHx. As trivial one-dimensional 
examples show, Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel iteration has a wider convergence 
domain than whole-step and single-step iteration, a fact which finds its natural 
explanation in Section 8. Again, apart from the case of nonnegative B 
(corresponding to M-matrices), no investigation of the quality of the enclosure 
has been made before. 
In order to reduce the amount of overestimation in A%, Hansen and 
Smith [ 1 l] suggest preconditioning the interval matrix A by left multiplication 
with an approximate inverse of the midpoint. The resulting problem usually 
has a diagonally dominant matrix (almost the identity) and is processed by 
Gauss elimination. In practice, this gives bounds of the same order as bounds 
obtainable from perturbation theory; see the extensive tests and experimental 
comparison with other methods in Fitzgerald [B, especially p. 3061. In 
connection with iterative procedures, preconditioning by an approximate 
midpoint inverse has been considered by Krawczyk [13], Wongwises [28], and 
Gay [9]; Gay gives a proof that under a mild hypothesis on A, the radius of 
the computed enclosure is not much bigger than that of AHx. 
In this paper we develop new tools for the study of the above enclosures: 
an interval version of Ostrowski’s [21] comparison operator which we 
write-m (justified) analogy to the absolute value-as (e), and the concept 
of a sublinear map. Sublinear maps are basic in the sense that the maps 
AN, AC, AF defined above share the sublinearity axioms with the left multipli- 
cation by an interval matrix (Section 3). The Ostrowski operator is tightly 
connected to estimates for the absolute values; indeed ] AHx] < ( AGx( < 
(A)-‘Ix] (cf. Th eorem 4) and the same holds with AF in place of AG (cf. 
Theorem 9). Since ] AHx] is generally of the order of 1 A- ’ I 1x1 (with equality if 
the midpoint of x is zero), where A -i is the hull of the inverses of elements of 
A, the quality of the enclosures AGx and AFx is determined by the ratio 
IIW-‘ll/llA-‘II. 
The contents of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, basic 
definitions and properties of interval arithmetic are reviewed. Since interval 
arithmetic does not satisfy the standard laws (of fields and vector spaces) and 
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since a lot of nonstandard formulae are used in later sections without 
reference, it seemed best to list all formulae used. 
In Section 2, technical definitions and results are collected about the 
Ostrowski operator, norms, the spectral radius, M- and H-matrices, and 
triangular splittings, and some basic properties of regular interval matrices 
and their inverses are discussed. Sections 3 and 4 then treat the abstract 
theory of sublinear maps, complemented by a discussion of the motivating 
examples. As a corollary of the discussion we find in Lemma 13 a very simple 
(but somewhat crude) enclosure for AHx in the case that A is an H-matrix. 
Section 5 discusses Gauss elimination, aiming at the upper bound for 1 A%] 
mentioned above. Instead of the conventional algorithmic way we chose an 
inductive definition of the triangular decomposition in terms of Schur comple- 
ments, which is more suitable for theoretical purposes; cf. e.g. Newman [20]. 
In Section 6 preconditioning is considered. We prove two theorems which 
show the optimality of the midpoint inverse as a preconditioning matrix. On 
the other hand, we show by an example that preconditioning with the 
midpoint inverse may destroy the regularity of the matrix. 
Sections 7 and 8 are concerned with the iterative determination of an 
enclosure of (1) by “global’ solvers, or an enclosure of those vectors of (1) 
which he inside a given interval vector by “local’ solvers. Among other 
things, we show that the Gauss-Seidel iteration (with componentwise intersec- 
tion) is optimal within the class of all iterations defined by triangular splittings 
(Theorems 10 and 11). This is in the spirit of Alefeld and Herzberger’s [2] 
results on the single-step iteration; but it also shows that a single-step cycle is 
inferior to a Gauss-Seidel step. It is also considered when a local solver in fact 
encloses the global solution AHx; this question is mainly of interest for 
applications to nonlinear systems, which will be discussed elsewhere. 
In the following, I denotes the identity matrix (of any size), and e(‘) 
denotes the ith column of 1. All other notation used is defined in Sections 1, 
2, or 3. 
1. INTERVAL ARITHMETIC 
For easy reference, this section contains a summary of well-known proper- 
ties of interval arithmetic. No proofs are given; they are either trivial, or can 
be found in the book by Alefeld and Herzberger [2]. 
1.1. Partial ordering and Intervals 
We denote by IW,IW”,IWnXm the set of real numbers, real ndimensional 
(column) vectors, and real n X m matrices, respectively. We shall identify 
n X 1 matrices with vectors and 1 X 1 matrices with real numbers, so that 
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R = R’ = gglX1, R” = Rnxl. This allows us a certain economy in definitions 
and statements. 
We equip Rnx” with the componentwise defined relations <, < , >, , > . 
Associated to the partial ordering < is the set IIR * Xm of all interval matrices, 
i.e. subsets of R n Xm of the form 
where A, AE RnXm , A < x. We shall identify a degenerate interval matrix A 
with A = K and its unique endpoint A = A; in this way, R n x m is naturally 
embedded into IIR n Xm. In this paper, the term matrix will refer to either an 
interval matrix or a real matrix; what is meant will be always clear from the 
context. 
To each matrix A E lIIR”x” we associate 
the endpoints Q, A such that A = [A, K], 
the midpoint A: =4(x+ A), 
the radius p(A); = i(K-- A), 
the radial part A : = [ - p(A), p(A)], 
theinteriorint(A):={AER”XmIA<A<A},and 
the absolute value IAl: = sup{ IAllA E A}, 
where the absolute value of a real matrix is taken componentwise. Note that 
A, A, A, p(A), IAl are real matrices and A is an interval matrix, whereas 
int(A) is not an interval matrix. We have 
AEA, P(A) 2 0, 
4=&p(A), A= A + p(A), 
I4 = SUP( IAL 1x1) = Ih+ P(A). 
We call a matrix A E IIRnx” 
thinifp(A)=O(o 4=x= A=A), 
thick if p(A)> 0 (a int(A)#0), and 
symm&icif~=O(= A=A). 
We extend the relations 6, < to interval matrices by the definition 
A<B :* d<B forall AEA, BEB, 
A<B :w A<B forall AEA, BEB. 
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and for the set intersection f~ we have 
AnB= [sw(A,B),inf(X B)] 
if &B, B&i, 
0 otherwise. 
Set inclusion and nonempty intersection can be characterized in terms of 
midpoint and radius: 
(11) B c A = ]B - A]+ p(B)< p(A), 
(12) B~int(A) = lb-Al+p(B)<p(A), 
(13) A n B #0 e lij - Al < p(A)+p(B). 
For real matrices A E R nX’“, we denote the (i, k) entry of A by Aik. For 
interval matrices A = [A, K] we extend this notion by defining the (i, k) 
entry of A as Aik: = [ Aik, Ai,] (this is consistent with the identification of 
thin interval matrices and their unique endpoint). Thus we may regard an 
interval matrix as a matrix with interval entries. 
For m = 1 and for n = m = 1, the above concepts immediately apply 
respectively to interval vectors, i.e. elements x E IIRn: = IIRnx’, and to 
(ordinary real) intervals, i.e. elements a E IIR : = IIIR’x’. Again, the term 
vector may refer to either interval vectors or real vectors, depending on the 
context. The ith entry of a real vector x E R” is denoted by xi, and the i th 
entry of an interval vector x = [g, X] is defined as xi: = [xi, xi]. 
1.2. Operations 
If Z is a bounded subset of Rnxm, we denote by 
OX: = [inf Z,supZ] 
the interval hull of Z, i.e. the intersection of all interval matrices containing 
Z. The hull has the properties 
and 
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If A, B E IIRnXm, then the sum and dicference of A and B are defined 
AkB:=O{ A&kA,ik~}. (1) 
If A E IIIR”Xm, BE IIRmXP then the product of A and B is defined as 
AB:=A.B:=o{ ABJAEA,BEB}. (2) 
In particular, this definition applies to the multiplication of an interval 
vector A E IIR n by an interval B E EUR. 
If A, B E IIlR and 0 G B then the quotient of A and B is defined as 
A/B:=!{ A&~A,BEB}. (3) 
The expressions (l), (2), (3) can be calculated from the endpoints of A and 
B as follows: For A, B E IIIRnxm we have 
A+B=[A+&%+B], A-B=[&B,&B]; 
in particular 
-A:=+A=[ -A, -41. 
For A, B E IIR we have 
and 
-- 
A/B = 0 {A/B, A/% x/B, A/B} if 04B. 
Finally, the product of A E IIIR nXm and B E IIRmXP can be calculated 
componentwise by 
(AB),, = F AijBjk> (4) 
j=l 
where the operations on the right-hand side are interval operations. 
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LEMMA 1 (Inclusion properties). 
(i) Zf A’ c A then 
P(A’) G P(A), IA’1 < IAI. 
(ii) For * =+, -, 0) or/,ifA*BisdefinedandA’~A, B’GB, then 
A’ * B’ is defined and satisfies 
A’*B’cA*B (inclu.sion isotonicity ). 
(iii) For A, B E IIR”x”, C E Rnx”, 
1.3. The Basic Laws 
Interval arithmetic has some anomalies which distinguish it from ordinary 
real arithmetic. For example, 
A-A=0 * Athin. 
Other familiar laws, like the distributive law and the associative law for matrix 
multiplication, also fail to hold generally; for counterexamples see Alefeld and 
Herzberger [2]. Therefore some care is needed in proofs involving interval- 
arithmetic calculations. In the following collection of rules, all variables are 
interval matrices, and we assume that their sizes are such that the occurring 
expressions are defined. 
Rules for the Absolute Value. 
(Bl) ti E A: (A( = ]A], 
(B2) I4 = Ih+ P(A), 
(B3) IAl - (BI d (A k Bl d IAl+ (BI, 
(B4) lABI G IAl 1171, with equality if A, BE I’IIR. 
Moreover, if A is symmetric then 
(I=) lABI = I4 PI, IBAI = PI I4 
(B6) AB = A]B], BA = ]B]A. 
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Rules for the Midpoint. 
(B7) A=&&A=A-A=&A, 
(B8) C=A_tB =+ c=&+, 
and if one of A, B is thin or symmetric then 
(B9) C=AB 3 c=A&. 
Rules for the Radius. 
(BlO) p(A)=p(~)=I&PU 
(Bll) p(AfW=p(A)+dB), 
(BW dA)IBI G dABI< dA)IBI+ bb(ffh 
(B13) IAMB) G P(AB) G IAMB)+ dA)IBI. 
In particular, if A is thin or B is symmetric then 
(B14) p(AB) = IAMB), P(BA) = dA)IBl. 
Algebraic Properties. 
(B15) A+B=B+A, 
(B16) -(A-B)=B-A, 
(B17) A+(B&C)=(A+ B)+C, 
(B18) A(B + C) 5 AB f AC, 
(B19) (A + B)C G AC zk BC. 
Moreover, if A is thin then 
(B20) A( B + C) = AB f AC, 
(B21) (B * C)A = BA k CA, 
(B22) (AB)C G A( BC), 
(B23) B(CA) c (BC)A. 
Direct Sums. Let A, B E IIR”x”. If Aik # 0 * Bik = 0, we write 
(B24) A@B:=A+B. 
The following rules hold: 
(B25) IA@ B( = (Al+ VI, 
(B26) C( A@ B) = CA k CB, 
(B27) (A@ B)C = AC f BC. 
Endpoints of Products. If A >/ 0 then 
-- 
(B28) AB = [ M3,7iB], BA = [&I, BA] for B > 0, - -- 
(B29) AB = [?@, a], BA = [I& ?A] for B 3 0, 
(B30) AB = [x& @I, BA = [BA, BA] for B < 0. 
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1.4. Topology 
As a measure of closeness of two matrices A, B E IIIwnx” we introduce 
the distance 
(Dl) 9(A, B): = IA - Bj+ Jp(A)- p(B)J. 
Note that the distance is a real matrix. But for a monotone matrix norm, 
/19(A, B)ll defines a metric on IIRnXm. In such a metric, a sequence A(‘) 
converges to A iff A(‘) + A and p( A(‘)) + p(A), iff A(‘) -+ A and A(‘) -+ A. In - 
particular, IIIWnXm with such a metric is a locally compact metric space. 
Moreover, all operations +, -, *,/, p, “, ,-, I I are continuous. Finally, a 
sequence A(‘) 1 A”’ 2 A@) 3 . . . - of nestedintervals always converges to the 
limit A = C? r 2, a A(‘). 
Rules for the Distance. 
(D2) 9(A, B) 3 0, with equality iff A = B, 
(D3) 9(A + C, B + C) = 9(A, B), 
(D4) 9(A, C) G 9(A, B)+ 9(B, C), 
(D5) 9(A + C, B + D) < 9(A, B)+ 9(C, o), 
(De) 9(AC, BC) G 9(A, BWI, 
(D7) 9(AB, AC) d lAl9(B, C). 
2. TOOLS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF LINEAR EQUATION SOLVERS 
In this section we consider several notions and tools which are of 
importance for the development of later sections. Specifically we give natural 
extensions of the definitions of regular matrices, M-matrices, and H-matrices 
to interval matrices, and discuss extensions of norms and Ostrowski’s compari- 
son operator to interval arguments. Then we prove some basic results on 
triangular splittings of an interval matrix, thus preparing for the iterative 
solution of linear interval equations in Sections 7 and 8. Finally we define the 
inverse of a regular interval matrix and look at some easy special cases. 
2.1. Regularity 
A square matrix A E HR” Xn is called regular if all A E A are regular, i.e. if 
A? = 0 * f = 0. This can be rewritten in several equivalent ways: 
LEMMA 2. For A E IIR”X”, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is regular, 
(ii) 0 E Ai * f = 0, 
(iii) I&l<~(A)l%l * f=O, 
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(iv) A is regular, and 
Proof. By Lemma l(iv), the first two statements ye equivalent, (iii) is a 
restatement of (ii) [use (B14)], and the substitution of A-% for f in (iii) gives 
(iv). n 
2.2. The Ostmwski Operator 
In 1938, Ostrowski [21] defined a comparison operator for square real 
matrices, relevant for the discussion of diagonal dominant matrices and 
generalizations. Here we extend his definition to square interval matrices and 
show that the resulting operator ( *) : IIIR “Xn + R nXn has properties which 
closely resemble the absolute value. In the one-dimensional case, the Ostrow- 
ski operator is simply the map ( 0) : lXR + R defined by 
(x): =inf{lfl(3?Ex}, 
or, explicitly, (x) = min(]x], 1x1) if 0 %Z X, (x) = 0 otherwise. In the matrix 
case, the Ostrowski operator is defined in terms of the components as the map 
(~):IIR”X”+W”X”suchthat 
Rules for the Ostmwski Operator. If A, BE IIWnXn, C E Rnx” then 
(01) (A + B) 3 (A) - PI, 
(02) WI 2 (A)lCl~ 
(03) B G A *_(B) >, (A), 
(04) (A) z (A) - P(A& 
(05) ti E A: (A) = (A). 
Moreover, if 0 4 Aii for i = 1,. . . ,n, then equality holds in (04). 
Proof (01): C’EA~ B =z. ~EA, BEB with C?=A+b [Lemma 
l(iii)]. SO l~l=IA~BI~IAl-l~l~(A)-IBI, whence also (AfB)= 
inf{ ]C’1]C E A + B} > (A) - IBJ. 
(02): lAC]ij = &AikCk.I > IAiiCijl - Ci+klAikCkjI = IAiil ICijI - 
Ci+klAikIICkjI a (A~~)lCi~l-~i~klA~kllCkjl=((A)lCl)~j~ 
(OS): Immediate from the definition. 
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(04): If O<A then (A)=A=A-p(A)=(A)-p(A). If O>A then 
(A)= -x= -A--p(A)=(A)-p(A). But if OEA then (A)<p(A), 
whence (A) - p(A) < 0 = (A). This proves (04) in the case m = 12 = 1. In 
general we now have (A),,= (Aii) > (A,,) - p(Aii) and (A)ik = - (Aik( 
= - IA,,] - p(Aik) f or i#k, whence (A)>(A) -p(A). If OEA,, for 
i=l , , , . , n then equality holds throughout the argument. 
(05): Define A on the diagonal by Aii = Aii if 0 < Aii, Aii = Ali if 
0 > Aii, Aii = 0 if 0 E Aii, and off the diagonal by &, = xik if 0 < Aik, 
Ai, = Aik if 0 > Ai,. Then (A) = (A). n 
2.3. Norms and Spectral Radius 
Let II-II denote a monotone vector norm in R “, i.e. a map into R such that 
the rules 
(Nl) llxll = ]]]x]]] ’ 0 if x # 0, 
(N2) ll=4l = lIdI- I4 
(N3) IN f VII G llxll+ Ilvll~ 
which imply (cf. Householder [12]) the rule 
(N4) IYI G x =+ IIYII G Il4L 
are valid for all x, y E R”, (Y E R. Then for A E Rnx” we denote by ]/Al] the 
(nonstandard) associated matrix norm 
IIAII: =)/ sup lAxI 
llxll = 1 
I/; 
by Neumaier [19], the rules 
(N5) IIAII = lIlAIll ’ 0 if A # 0, 
(N6) IIWI G IIAII II4L 
(N7) PI G A - IPII G IIAII 
hold for x E R”, A, B E RnX”. In this paper we mainly use scaled maximum 
norms, defined by 
lxil (N8) llxllu: = maxi7 = inf{ cw > 0 11x1~ au} for some fixed positive vec- 
t 
toruER”. 
(1. (III is a monotone vector norm, and the associated matrix norm satisfies 
(N9) ll*ll” = IllAI~ll =m~i(CklAikl~k)/~i; 
cf. Schriider [26, p. 381. In particular, we mention the formula 
(NlO) (A(u d (YU = I(A((, < cx. 
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We extend monotone norms to interval vectors x E lI!R” and interval 
matrices A E fIR”X” by the definition 
llxll: = II 1x1 II T II All: = II IAl II * 
By (Nl) and (N5), this definition is consistent with the identification of a thin 
interval vector (matrix) and the corresponding real vector (matrix). It is easily 
checked that the rules (Nl)-(NlO) remain valid for all X, y E IIR”, A, BE 
rII[wnxn, (Y E 08. Moreover, we have the inclusion rules 
(Nll) Y 5 x * IIYII G Il4L 
(N12) Z? G A =+ IPII 6 PU 
Related to matrix norms is the spectral m&.s of matrices, defined by 
u(A) : = max{ ]A] (X is an eigenvahre of A } . 
We list here a number of well-known properties of the spectral radius, which 
are either trivial or consequences of the Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnega- 
tive matrices. For details, see e.g. Bermann and Plemmons [6], Schrijder [26], 
Varga [27]. 
Properties of the Spectral Radius. Let A, B E R nXn, cx E IF!. Then 
(Pl) For all matrix norms, a(A) < ((A((, 
(P2) ]A] < B = a(A)< a(B), 
(P3) a( AB) = a( BA), 
(P4) u(A)< 1 =$ Z-A is regular, 
(P5) u(]A])< 1 * ](Z - A)-‘] <(I - ]A])-! 
Moreover, if A > 0 then 
(P6) u(A) = inf, , &U, 
(P7) u(A) < (Y * 3~ > 0: Au < (YU, 
(P8) ar>O * [u(A)>,cr = 3u>O:Au>cuu#O]. 
2.4. M-matrices 
We caU a square interval matrix A E lXRnX” an M-matrix if Aik < 0 for 
i # k and Au > 0 for some positive vector u E R”. Since Au = [Au, AU] for 
u > 0, an interval matrix A is an M-matrix iff 4 is a real M-matrix and x has 
no positive off-diagonal entries; therefore, our definition is equivalent with 
that used e.g. in Barth and Nuding [4]. For thin matrices A, our definition 
reduces to one of the many known equivalent definitions of a (nonsingular) 
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real M-matrix; cf. Berman and Plemmons [6]. There one can also find a proof 
of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let A, B E lF4”x”, and suppose that A is an M-matrix, B 2 0. 
Then 
(i) A is regular, A-’ 2 0, and (A) = A, 
(ii) x>O 3 A-‘x>O, 
(iii) A - B is an M-matrix i,ff a( A- ‘B) < 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let AE lllw”x” be an M-matrix, B c A. Then B is an 
M-matrix. In particular, all A E A are M-matrices. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition, since Bik c Aik, Bu g Au. n 
In the next lemma (whose first part is well known) we show a simple way 
of bounding the inverse of a real M-matrix. 
LEMMA 5. Let A E Rnx” be an M-matrix, and let u, v E R” be positive 
vectors such that Au > v. Then for (Y E R, 
in particular 
O<A-‘<d (2) 
for the vector w whose components are wi = v; ‘. 
Proof. Since A is an M-matrix, A-’ > 0; hence A-% < u. Therefore 
1x1 G (YO implies ]A-%] < A-‘lx] < A-&u < LYU, i.e. (1). In particular, Je(k)( 
G v;‘v, whence (A-l)ik =(A-le(k))i <(v~‘u)~ = uivil =(~wr)~~, which 
implies (2). n 
Note that the lemma holds more generally for inverse positive matrices 
(regular matrices A with A - ’ 2 0). Vectors U, v > 0 with Au > v can be 
conveniently found as follows. The equation Ax = e = (1,. . . , l)T has as solu- 
tion x = A - ‘e > 0. Hence u = x or sufficiently good approximations u of x are 
positive and have positive v = Au = Ax = e. In practice, the approximation u 
can often be quite crude, e.g. u = e or u = Diag(A))‘e. 
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2.5. H-matrices 
We call a square interval matrix A E IIRnX” an H-matrix if (A)u > 0 for 
some positive vector u E R”-equivalently, if (A) is a real M-matrix (cf. 
Alefeld [l]). For thin A, this is consistent with the standard definition. For 
u=e=(l , . . . , l)T the condition (A) u > 0 is equivalent o the diagonaldomi- 
name definition 
c (Aik(<(Aii) for i=l,...,n. 
k#i 
LEMMA 6. Evey regular (lower or upper) triangular matrix A E IIll “‘” 
is an H-matrix. 
Proof. 0 G Aii, since A is regular; hence (A) has a positive diagonal, 
and classical forward or back substitution shows that the solution u of 
(A)u = o is positive for every v > 0. n 
LEMMA 7. 
(i) If A E lII[wnx” is an H-matrix and B c A, then B is an H-matrix too. 
(ii) Every H-matrix A E IIR n Xn is regular. 
Proof. (i): If u>O, (A)u>O, and BGA, then (B)ua(A)u>O by 
(03), whence B is an H-matrix. 
(ii): If A E A, then A is a real H-matrix by (i), and hence nonsingular by a 
classical result of Ostrowski [21]. Hence A is regular. n 
2.6. Triangulur Splittings 
In the context of iterative solution of linear interval equations we shall use 
the fact that the coefficient matrix A E III%“‘” can be written as a difference 
of two other matrices, A = L - E. We call such a representation a splitting of 
A. The splitting A = L - E is called triangular if L is a lower triangular 
matrix, direct if A = L8E and E has zero diagonal, and strong if (L) - /El is 
an M-matrix. 
In particular, we use in the following the Richardson splitting 
A=I-E (E: =1-A), 
the Jacobi splitting 
A=D-E, 
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where D = : Diag(A) and E are defined by Dii = Aii, Eij = 0, and Dik = 0, 
Eik = - Aik if i # k, and the Gauss-Seidel splitting 
A=L-R, 
where L and I? are defined by Li, = 0, Rik = - Aik if i < k, and Lik = Aik> 
Rik = 0 if i 2 k. All three splittings are triangular; moreover the Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel splitting are direct splittings. 
LEMMA 8. 
(i) Zf A = L - E i-s a direct splitting then (A) = (L) - IEl. 
(ii) A direct splitting of a matrix A E ITRnX” is strong if and only if A is 
an H-matrix. 
Proof. Since we have a direct splitting, L,, = Aii, Eii = 0, whence 
(A)ii = (L)ii =((L) - IEl)ii. Similarly, for i # k we have either Lik = 0, 
Eik = - Aik, and then (A& = - lAikl = - (Eik( = ((L) - (EOik; or Lik = 
Aik, Eik = 0, and then (A)ik = - lAikl = (L)ik =((L) - IEl)ik. This proves 
(i). The second part follows then immediately from (i) and the definitions. n 
LEMMA 9. Zf the matrix A E IIBB nxn has a strong splitting A = L - E 
then A and L are H-matrices. 
Proof. If A = L - E is a strong splitting then (L) - IEl is an M-matrix, 
whence ((L) - IEI) u>O for some u>O. But then (A)u=(L-E)u> 
((L) - [El@ > 0 by (Ol), so that A is an H-matrix, and (L)u > IElu > 0, so 
that L is an H-matrix. W 
LEMMA 10. The splitting A = L - E of a matrix A E IIR n Xn is strong if 
and only if L is an H-matrix and 
a((L)-‘(El) < 1. (3) 
Proof. By the previous lemma, A = L - E is a strong splitting iff (L) 
and (L) - 1 E I are M-matrices. By Lemma 3(m), this holds iff L is an H-matrix 
and (3) holds. n 
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2.7. The Inverse of an lntemal Matrix 
For a regular matrix A E IIR nXn, we define 
A-‘: =O{ A-‘]&A}. (4) 
Clearly, this is consistent with the identification of thin matrices and real 
matrices. For n = 1 we have 
a -‘cl/a= [a-‘,a_-l] if aEITR, 
and we therefore have 
A-’ = [A-‘, A-‘] if A E IIlw”‘“l is diagonal. 
From this we immediately find the relations 
(A-‘)-‘= A, IA-‘1 = (A)-’ 
for regular diagonal matrices. This relation with the Ostrowski-operator 
generalizes to M-matrices and H-matrices as follows. 
LEMMA 11. Zf A E IX' nxn is an H-matrix, then 
]A-‘] < (A)-‘. (5) 
Equality hold-s e.g. if A is an M-matrix. 
Proof. Each A E A is itself an H-matrix and satisfies (A) > (A). By 
(02) we have I = ]a-‘] > (A)]A-‘I> (A)]A-‘1, and since (A) is an 
M-matrix, multiplication by (A)-’ > 0 gives Ik’l< (A)-l. Therefore, 
JA-‘)=~O{~-1~~~A}~=sup{J~-1~~~~A}~(A)-1,and(5)holds.IfA 
is an M-matrix then (A) = A, whence ]A-‘] = A-‘= (A)-‘, so that the 
bound is attained. W 
In general, the computation of A-’ for a regular interval matrix A-and 
for certain A even the estimation of ]A- ‘]-is a difficult problem; the known 
methods all require a time exponential in n (cf. Rohn [23]). But in an 
important special case, the following explicit result is available; it is a 
consequence of Exercises 2.4 and 2.6 in Schrijder [26, Chapter II]. 
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LEMMA 12. Suppose that for A E IHRnx”, the matrices 4 and x are 
regular, and A-’ > 0, A-’ > 0. Then A is regular, and 
A-‘= [A-‘&‘]. 
In particular, this holds when A is an M-matrix. 
Proof. Pick v>O. Then u: = A-%> 0, since A-‘>0 and A-’ is 
regular. Now if A E A then 4 < A ,<x, whence 
Hence B : = A’- ‘A satisfies B < Z and Bu = A- ‘Au > b- ‘Au = A- ‘v > 0. 
Therefore, B is an M-matrix. In particular, B and A = xfi are regular. Now 
A-’ = &‘A-’ >/ 0; hence (7) implies A-l < A-’ < A-‘, and the bounds are 
attained for A = x and A = A. Therefore (6) holds. If A is an M-matrix, then 
4 and x are M-matrices and the hypothesis is satisfied. n 
Finally we mention that if D, and D, are thin regular diagonal matrices 
and A= D,BD,, B regular, then A-’ = D;‘B-lD;l. In particular, this 
applies when D, and D, are signature matrices, i.e. diagonal matrices with 
diagonal entries + 1 or - 1. 
3. SUBLINEAR MAPS 
We call a map S : IXR” --, IIR” sublinear if the axioms 
(Sl) x C y * Sx C Sy (inclusion isotonicity), 
(S2) (Y E Iw * S(xcu) = (&)a! (homogeneity), 
(S3) S(x * y) c SX If: Sy (subadditivity) 
are valid for all x, y E HI[w”, and linear if (Sl), (S2), and 
(S3a) S( x f y) = SX + Sy (additivity) 
hold for all X, y E IIlk!“. We emphasize that (S2) need not be valid for scalar 
intervals (Y E HR. 
As an easy consequence of (S2) we note 
(S2a) y = SX, 2 = 0 = y=O; 
indeed,if?=Otheny=Sx=S(-x)= -Sx= -y,whencey= -y=O. 
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Two important matrices are related to each sublinear map S. The kernel of 
S is the unique interval matrix K(S) E llRnx” satisfying 
SX = K(s)X for r=e(‘) (i=l,...,n); (1) 
explicitly, the kernel is given column by column as 
K(s) = (Se('),...,Se(")). 
The absolute value of S is the unique nonnegative matrix IS 1 E R n Xn satisfying 
sx = ISIX 
explicitly, 
for x=f(‘):= [ -e(‘),e(‘)] (i=l,...,n); (2) 
ISI = (lSP)l,...,lW)l). 
EXAMPLE 1. For A E IIRnXn, the map 
A”:x+Ax 
is sublinear; moreover, if A is thin, then AM is linear. Obviously 
K(A~) = A, lAMI = IA]. (4 
(3) 
(The letter M stands for “multiplication.“) 
EXAMPLES. ForAEIIR”xn,Z3~W”X”with~A~~B,themap 
S:=SA,+x+A3i.+Bi (5) 
is sublinear, and linear if A is thin. We verify axiom (Sl), which is not 
immediate. With x’= SX, y’= Sy, (Bll) and (B14) imply 3E’= A?, P(x’)= 
p(A)lffl+ BP(X), 8’= A@, P(Y’)= P(AMI+ WY); hence 
(iv- #‘I+ p(x’) = Idi - &I+ p(A)IZj+ BP(X) 
G /Alla - 4/+ &)(I2 - &I + 1@1)+Bdx) 
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= p( A>lGl + 141~ - PI + BP(X) by 032) 
< p(A)IBl+ Big - &I + BP(X) 
< p(A)I&l+ BP(Y) = P(Y'> by (11) 
if x c y. Hence in this case x’ c y’ by (Il), and (Sl) holds. The kernel and 
absolute value of S,, s are given by 
K(%,B) =A, I%,i?l = B* (6) 
We now show that every sublinear map is enclosed in one of the form (5). 
THEOREM 1. Let S: IIR n -+ lllR” be a sublinear map. Then 
IW 6 I% (7) 
and the inclusion relation 
SXC K(s)if+ IsIi (8) 
holds jii all x E IIIR”. Mormer, if S is linear, then the kernel K(S) i.s thin, 
and (8) holds with equality. 
Proof. (i): We have K(S)e(‘)= Se(‘) c SfCi) = ISIf = [ - IS/e(‘), IS[e(‘)]; 
hence K(S) c [ - ISI, ISI], which implies (7). 
(ii): Since S is sublinear, 
sx = s(z + i) = s( xe(k)fk + fck’p(x),) 
c c Sdk)ifk + c Sflk’p( x)k 
= ~K(s)dktfk + ~lslf’k’p(x)k 
= xK(s)e’k)?k + ~lSldk’ik = K(S)i + Isis. 
Hence (8) holds, and equality holds in (8) if S is linear. 
(m): If S is linear, then 0 = S(e(‘) - e(‘)) = Se(‘) - Se(“) = K(S)e(“) - 
K(S)e(‘), whence K(S) - K(S) = 0. This implies that K(S) is thin. n 
Note that a sublinear map is not necessarily determined by its kernel and 
absolute value. For example (n = l), S, = [ - 1,31M and S, = S,_ i,s,,a both 
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have kernel [ - 1,3] and absolute value 3, but S,[ - 1,3] = [ - 3,9] f [ - 7,9] 
= S,[ - 1,3]. 
EXAMPLE 3. For nonnegative matrices B,, B, E RnXn, the map 
S: x + [ B,x - B,X, B13C - B,x] (9) 
is linear; indeed, Sx = (B, - B,)? + (B, + B,)? for all x E IIR”, whence we 
have a particular case of Example 2. These maps arise if the technique of 
monotone splittings (cf. Collatz [7]) is used; indeed 
(B,--B2)f~[B,x-B,T,B,T-B,lc] forall fox. (9a) 
Conversely, by Theorem 1, a linear map S satisfies the relation 
where 
SX = K(S)X + ]S]i 
= (B, - B& +(B, + B& 
= [ B,x - B,x, B,i - B,x] 
~,=S[IS]+K(S)I, %=$[I+K(S)] (10) 
are nonnegative matrices [by (7)]. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2. Every linear map is induced by some monotone splitting, 
uniquely determined by its kernel and absolute value. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A E IIF! n ‘* be regular. Then the map 
AH:x+E{ a-‘%(&A,~Ex}, (11) 
called the hull inverse of A, is sublinear. The slightly rwntriuial subadditivity 
(S3) follows f&m Lemma l(iii). 
PROPERTIES OF THE HULL-INVERSE. Let A, B E IIR” be regular. Then for 
allxEIIR”, 
A_cB a AHx_cBHx, (12) 
AHx c A-lx, (13) 
K(A~) = A-‘, IAH] = ]A-‘]. (14) 
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Moreover, if one of the conditions 
(i) A thin, 
(ii) A diagonal, 
(iii) A - ’ > 0 and x~o,x~o,orx3o, 
(iv) 2 = 0 
is satisfied, then (13) holds with equality. 
Proof. (12) and (13) follow immediately from (11). Equality in (13) is 
obvious from the definitions in cases (i) and (ii), and follows in case (iii) from 
Lemma 12 and the endpoint rules of Section 1.3. In case (iv) we have for 
A E A the inclusion (A-‘(r = A-‘r = AHx G AHx by (B6) and (12), hence, by 
(B6) again, A-lx = jA-‘lx c AHx, whence again (13) holds with equality. 
This also implies ) AH) = ) A- ’ 1, and the formula for the kernel is obvious. n 
EJCAMPLE 5. For a symmetric vector [ - u, u] and an arbitrary monotone 
norm, the map 
s: x --, [ - U, u] ljxll 
is sublinear; kernel and absolute value are given by 
K(S)= [ -fflWT,UWT], IS( = Ud, 
where w is the vector whose ith component is wi = IJe(“)lJ. For a positive 
vector v E R “, and an arbitrary sublinear map S, the inclusion relation 
holds for every vector u > ]S]u. Indeed, by rule (R7) below, ]SX] d IS] (x] < 
]S]V]]X]]~ G u]]x]]~, which implies (15). (An attempt to extend this argument to 
arbitrary monotone norms leads to the concept of hybrid norms; see 
Neumaier [19].) In particular, we obtain the following generalization of 
Lemma 5 to H-matrices: 
LEMMA 13. Let AEII[W”~” be an H-matrix, and let u, v E R” be 
positive vectors with 
(A)u&vvO. (16) 
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AHx E [ - u, ~1 Il4lo. 
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(17) 
Proof Since A is an H-matrix, (A)-‘20, so that lAHlv= IA-‘lv< 
(A) - ‘0 4 u by (14), Lemma 11, and the assumption (16). Hence the 
preceding observation applies. I 
REMARK. This somewhat crude enclosure can be improved by local 
solvers considered in Section 8; see the discussion after Theorem 13. 
The inclusion phenomenon in Theorem 1 suggests that we define inclu- 
sion for sublinear maps S and T by 
We also define sum, difference, and product in the usual way by 
S f T: x + Sx + TX, 
ST: x + S(Tx). 
Clearly, S f T and ST are sublinear (linear) if S and T are. Moreover, in 
contrast to interval matrix multiplication, the multiplication of sublinear maps 
is associative. But other familiar laws fail, a conspicuous nonstandard law 
being 
s-s=0 ==a s=o. 
Rules for Sublinear Maps. Let S, T: IIIW” + IN” be sublinear. Then: 
(Rl) S C T 3 K(S)C K(T), 
(m) K(S + T) = K(S)* K(T), 
(R3) T linear * K(ST) c K(S)K(T), 
(R4) SC T - ISI 6 ITI, 
(R5) IS k TI = ISI+ ITI, 
W3) IW 6 ISI ITI, 
(R7) JSxl d JSI 1x1 for all x E IIlFf”. 
Note the equality sign in (R5). 
Proof. (Rl): If S C T then K(S)e(‘) = Se(‘) G Te(‘) = tc(T)e(“), whence 
K(S) C K(T). 
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(R2): K(S f T)e(‘) = (S f T)e(‘) = Se(‘) + Te(“) = K(S)e(') f K(T)e(‘), 
whence K(S f T) = K(S)& K(T). 
(R3): For linear T the kernel K(T) is thin. Hence K(ST)e(‘) = STe(” = 
S[K(T)e(‘)] G tc(S)[rc(T)e(‘)] 5 [K(S)#c(T)]e(‘) by (B23), whence K(ST)G 
K(S)K(T). 
(R4): If S c T then ISle 
(R5): Since r’) = 
ci) = IS”‘)l < ITfijI = IT/e(‘), whence ISI < ITI. 
0, (%a) implies IS _t Tie(‘) = I(S f T)f(‘)l = p((S f 
T)f(‘)) = p(Sf(‘))+ p(Tf(‘)) = ISf(‘)l+ ITfl’)l = ISleti) + ITIe( whence IS + 
TI = ISI+ ITI. 
(R6): Again by (S2a) and Theorem 1, we have ISTIe( ISTf(‘)l= 
IS(lTlf(‘))l G IK(S).O+ ISI ITlf”l= ISI ITJet’), whence lST[ d ISI ITI. 
(R7): (SX( = ESe ‘%,l d @%” )( lxkl= @C(S)e+‘( IrkI = IK(S)( (X( < ISI (Xl. 
n 
4. NORMAL MAPS 
We calI a subhnear map S : IIIW n + HIIW” rumnal if the following two 
submultiplicative axioms hold for all x, Y E HHn: 
(S4) P(SX) 3 ISlP(Xh 
(S5) q(Sx, SY) f IW~, Y). 
EXAMPLE 1. By the discussion in Section 1, the multiplication maps AM 
(A E IIRnx”) are normal, since lAMl = IAl. 
EXAMPLE 2. The maps S = S,, s, I I A d B, discussed in Section 3, Exam- 
ple 2, are normal. Indeed, by the corresponding rules for interval matrices, 
,I($) = p(AK + SW) = P(AZ)+P(M) by (B10) 
>, p(m) = lqP@) = IQ44 by (Bl4), 
@r, Sy) = q(AZ + Bi, Ak + BY) 
< q(AZ, Ak)+ q(% BY) by (D5) 
< IAJq(C t)+ Pls(k 0) by (D7) 
=G lSl1~ - !?I+ ISllPb> - P(Y)1 = lSl9(x, Y) by (Dl). 
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As a simple consequence we have 
THEOREM 2a. Every linear map S i.s rwnd, and (S4) holds with 
equality. 
Proof. Let S be linear-By Theorem 1 (8), S = S,, s with A = K(S), B = IS]. 
Hence S is normal. Moreover, K(S) is thin, whence property (S2a) and (BlO) 
imply 
,CJ(SX) = P(K(S)Lf + Isli) = lls1i1 = I$+). n 
Further Rules for Normul Maps. Let S, T be sublinear, S normal. Then 
(R6a) ISTl = ISI lTl, 
(R8) Sx = (S]x if 2 = 0. 
Proof. (R6a): ISTIe = p(jSTlf”)) = p(STf’“‘) > ISp(Tf’i’) > 
ISI ITMf(‘)) = ISI ITI e(‘) by (B6) and (S4). Hence ISTJ > ISI (TI, and by (RG), 
equality holds. 
(R8): If Z = 0 then by (S2a) and (S4) we have Sx = [ - p(Sx), p(Sx)] 2 [ - 
ISIP( ISldx>l= ISIx; h ence ]S]x c Sx. But by Theorem 1, the converse 
relation holds, whence we have equality. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf S, T are normul, then S + T and ST are normul. 
Proof. Let S, T be normal. Then p((S * T)x)= p(Sx 1- TX)= p(Sx)+ 
p(Tx)> ISIp( ITIp = (ISI+ ITlMx)= IS + TIP(~) by Wl), (S4), and 
(R5). Similarly by (D5), (S5), and (R5), we have 
q((S f T)x,(S f T)y) = q(Sx f TX, Sy + Ty) 
G q(Sx, Sy)+ q(Tx,Ty) 
6 ISlq(x> d+ ITlqk d 
= IS 5 Tlqb, Y). 
Hence S + T are normal. The normality of ST follows in the same way from 
(R6a). W 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R, S, T be sublinear maps such that 
Rx = S( x + TRx) fir all x E IIR”. 
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If S, Tare nmmul, then 
If, in addition, o(JSj ITI) -C 1 then R is norrnul, too. 
Proof. We have 
9(Rx, Ry) = 9(s(x + mx), s(y + TRY)) 
< ISl9( x + TRr, Y + TRY) by (S5) 
< lsl[9(~,Y)+9t~~,T~Y)l by (D5) 
G Isl[9(%Y)+ ITl9W RY)l by @5)7 
p(Rx) = p(S(x + 2%)) 2 ISI& + TRx) by (S4) 
= lslIPb)+PPwl by (B11) 
a IslIf(~)+lTlP(wl by (S4) ; 
hence 
(I- lS11T1)9(% RY) =G 1St9b Y>, 
(I- lwl)Pw G l$w 
If we insert x = fci), y = 0, we find that (I - ISIJTI)JR(e’“‘< ISle(‘) and 
>, Isle(‘); hence = Isle(“), which implies 
(I- IWI)I~I = PI. 
If, in addition, a(lSI ITI) -C 1, then Z - (SI ITI is nonsingular and multiplication 
by its inverse gives normality. n 
Finally we mention that not every sublinear map is normal. Simple 
counterexamples are the maps x + [ - u, u] llxllo considered in Section 3, 
Example 5-they violate (R8). 
5. GAUSS ELIMINATION 
Gauss elimination can be separated into three different stages: triangular 
decomposition, forward substitution, and back substitution. We begin with 
the analysis of forward and back substitution. 
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Let L E IIIR”x” be a regular lower triangular matrix, i.e. L,, 3 0, Lik = 0 
if k > i. We denote by LF the map 
which maps a vector x to the result y of the fonoard substitution defined by 
yi: = 
Xi- Lilyl-"' -Li,i-lyi_l 
Lii 
(i = l,...,n). 
Similarly, for a regular upper triangular matrix R E IIR”X”, i.e. Rji Z+ 0, 
Rik = 0 if k < i, we denote by RF the map 
RF:x+y 
which maps a vector x to the result y of the back substitution defined by 
yi: = 
Xi-RinYn-.** -Ri,i+lYi+l 
Rii 
i=n,n-1 1. ,***, (2) 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A E IIIRnx” be a regular (lower or upper) triangular 
matrix. Then the map AF defined by (1) or (2), respectively, is a norm& 
sublinear map such that 
AH G AF, (3) 
lAFl = (A)-‘. (4 
Moreover, if A is thin, then AF is linear, and 
K(A~) = A-’ for thin A. (5) 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we treat the case when A = L is lower triangular. Clearly, 
LF is sublinear. With the Jacobi splitting L = D - E of L (see Section 2), we 
may rewrite (1) as y = D-‘(x + Ey). Therefore we have 
LFx = D-‘(x + ELFx) forall xEIXR”, (6) 
and Proposition 3 applies with R = LF, S = (D-‘)“, T = EM. Now a(lSI ITI) 
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= a((D)-‘Ilq) = 0, since (0) -‘]E] is strictly lower triangular. Hence LF is 
normal,and ILFI=IRI=(Z-lSlITI)-'lSl=(Z-(D)-'JEl)-'(D)-'=((D) 
- IEI)-l=(L)-'. This proves (4). 
The inclusion isotonicity of interval arithmetic implies that L-Q E LFx for 
allE~L,f~x.HenceL~~=O{~-~3il~1,L,3i:~~}~L~~forallx~~R”. 
This proves (3). 
Finally, the assertions when L is thin are obvious. n 
EUMPLE. For the thin n X n matrix 
‘1 0 
we have 
I 
/ 1 01 1 
-1 1 (L)_‘= i 
* . \o -1 1, y-2 
, 
0 
1 
1 1 
. . . 2 1 1, 
The exponential growth of the elements of lLFl = (L)-', which does not 
occur for ILHI=IL-'l, h s ows that-in contrast to the noninterval case-for- 
ward substitution can be an unstable method of enclosing LHx. This is well 
known, of course, but the present techniques allow a closer investigation of 
the amount of overestimation. In particular, no overestimation occurs when 
IL-'I=(L)-', which holds e.g. if L = (L). Note that the first two compo 
nents are always computed optimally. 
A formal discussion of triangular factorization of interval matrices presents 
some difficulties due to the fact that the “factorization” (L, R) of an interval 
matrix A generally does not satisfy the equation A = LR. We therefore adopt 
a recursive definition involving Schur complements; it is left to the reader to 
verify that our approach is equivalent to the algorithmic approach of Hansen 
and Smith [ll] or Alefeld and Herzberger [2]. 
For a matrix AE IIRnx”, n > 1, written with explicit first row and 
column as 
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the Schur com$em.ent [of the (1,l) entry] is defined as 
Z(A) : = B - ba-‘aT if a30, (8) 
and is not defined if (Y 3 0. 
DEFINITION. We say that A E IIIR”~” has the triangular decomposition 
(L,,R,)ifeithern=1andLA=1,RA=A30,0rn>1,and 
L*=(b;_l ;), R,= (; ;), 
where CC, a, b, B are defined by (7), 0 4 (Y, and (L, R) is the triangular 
decomposition of the Schur complement Z(A) of A. 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf A E IIRnX” has the triangular decomposition 
(LA, RA), then A is regular, and for every a E A there are matrices I? E L,, 
ii E R, such that A = LA. Moreover, if A is thin, then L,, R, are thin and 
A = L,R,. 
Proof. Suppose that 
Then d#O, and z(A)=B-b~-‘iiT~B-b(y-‘uT=~(A). Hence we may 
proceed by induction on n (the case n = 1 is obvious), and assume that there 
are matrices L, E L, R, E R, where (L, R) is the triangular decomposition of 
B(A), with Z(A)= I&R,. But then 
L:=(b;_l +r,, k=(;: (;jtR,, 
and 
& iiT 
b &-lcT+x(A) =A’ 
i - 
This completes the induction proof. Now each L E L,, fi E R, is regular, 
whence 6 = LZ? is regular, too. Since d E A was arbitrary, A is regular. If A is 
thin, then, again by induction, L, and R, are thin, whence A = A = _!,fi = 
L‘4R‘4. n 
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If A E IIR”x” has a triangular decomposition (LA, RA), then L, and R, 
are (by definition) regular, and the map AC : = RI Li with 
A% = RFLFx A A for xEIIlw” (10) 
is defined. We call AC the Gauss inverse of A. Thus, x = AGx is obtained from 
x by triangular decomposition of A, followed by forward substitution y = Lzx 
and back substitution z = R:y. By combining Propositions 4 and 5 we now 
get: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the Gauss inverse AG of A E II[wnx” exists. 
ThenAGisa mrmul sublinear map, A is regular, and 
AHcAGe (11) 
Moreover, if A is thin, then AG is linear and 
IC(A~) = A-‘. (12) 
Proof. By Proposition 4, L: and Ri are subhnear and normal, hence 
their product A’ is. By Proposition 5, A is regular, and for A E A there are 
i E L,, R E R, such that A = ER; hence A-lx = fil-l,!FIZ E Rz&zx = A% 
for alI f E x. This implies (11). If A is thin, then by Proposition 4, L: and R: 
are linear; hence AC is linear, and K(A~) = K(R:)K(L~) = RilLil = 
(LA RA)- 1 = A- ’ by Proposition 5. n 
REMARK 1. Some authors, e.g. Alefeld and Platzijder [2], use the notation 
IGA( A, x) for A’x. 
REMARK 2. There is some arbitrariness in the definition of the triangular 
decomposition, namely in the choice of the diagonal elements of LA and R,. 
A different choice leads to distinct decompositions which (in contrast to the 
noninterval case) may yield different results in A%. 
REMARK 3. Not every regular matrix A has a Gauss inverse. An example 
(a variant of Reichmann [22]) is the matrix 
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which is regular, since det A > $ for all A E A, whereas the Schur comple- 
ment Z(A) contains the singular matrix 
The same example shows that (in contrast to the noninterval case) permuta- 
tions of rows or columns do not help. 
The absolute value of the Gauss inverse can be readily deduced from 
Proposition 4 and (R6a). We obtain 
lAGI = (RA)-l(LA)-l. (13) 
In order to eliminate the triangular factors from (13) we restrict ourselves to 
the case when A is an H-matrix. By refining the proof of Alefeld [l], who 
shows that the triangular decomposition exists for all H-matrices, we are able 
to bound ] A’] by (A) - ‘. As a preparation we prove a preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose A E IIIRnX”, n > 1, and 0 4 A,,. 
(i) We always have 
@(A)) a WA)). (14) 
(ii) If A is an M-matrix then Z(A) is an M-matrix, too; moreover, 
Z(A)= [%3),x(@], (1% 
and (14) holds with equality. 
(iii) If A is an H-matrix then Z(A) i.s an H-matrix, too. 
Proof. (i): Using the partition (7) of A, we have 
(Z(A)) = (B - ba-‘aT) > (B) - jbjjcy-‘jjalT by (Ol), (02) 
= (B) - Ibl(a)-‘lalT =X((A)) by Lemma 11. 
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(ii): If A is an M-matrix then a > 0, b < 0, u i 0 whence by (B30) 
Z(A)= [JAB] - [Ld][g,ol] -‘[a_*,~~] 
Moreover, Z(A),, < Bik < 0 for i # k. Finally, since A is an M-matrix, there is 
a vector 
such that 
Therefore, Z(A)u > Z(A)u = (&? - _b~-‘a_~)u = Bu - &-‘aTu > Bu + 
_bg-‘(gw) = & + _bw > 0, whence Z(A) is an M-matrix. 
(iii): If A is an H-matrix, then (A) is a thin M-matrix, and by the above, 
there is u > 0 such that Z(( A)) u > 0. But then (14) implies (X(A)) u > 0, 
whence Z(A) is an H-matrix. I 
REMAFS. The proof also shows that if A is diagonally dominant, then so 
is Z(A) (cf. Alefeld and Herzberger [2, Chapter 151). 
PROPOSITION 7. If A is an H-matrix, then the triangular decomposition 
(LA, RA) of A exists and satisfies 
(LAXR.4) 2 <A)* (16) 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size n of the matrix A. For n = 1, 
the assertion is obvious. For n > 1, we assume that the proposition holds for 
matrices of size < n. By Proposition 6, the Schur complement Z(A) of A is an 
H-matrix of size n - 1; hence Z(A) has a triangular decomposition (L, R) 
satisfying (L)(R) > (Z(A)) > Z(( A)). Using the partition (7) of A, we 
have OL 3 0 since A is an H-matrix. Hence the triangular decomposition 
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(LA, RA) of A exists and is given by (9). Therefore 
- MT 
- (bl Ibl(o)-ljalT+Z((A)) 
This completes the induction. n 
THEOREM 4. Zf A is an H-matrix, then AG exists and satisfies 
lAGI = (RA)-‘(LA)-‘< (A)-‘. 07) 
Proof. By Proposition 7, the triangular decomposition (LA, RA) of A 
exists; hence AG = RiL$ exists. Moreover, ( LA)(RA) > (A) whence by 
Proposition 4, 
IA”,I= IR;IIL”AI = (RJ1(LJ1 = ((LA)(RA))-1 f (A)-‘; 
the inequality is valid because (A) - ‘, (LA) - ‘, ( RA) _ ’ are nonnegative. n 
6. PRECONDITIONING 
If AG does not exist, it is often possible to precondition A by pre- and/or 
postmultiplication of A with thin nonsingular matrices C,, C, in order to 
obtain a new matrix B for which Bc exists. The hull inverses of A and 
B = C,AC2 are related by the following proposition, which allows one to 
enclose AH if an enclosure for BH (l&e BG) is known. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A E II(WnXn, C,, C, E iRnxn. Zf ClAC2 is regular, 
then A is regular, and 
AH E C,(C,AC,)HCl. (I) 
Proof. If C,AC, is regular, then clearly Cl, A, and Cz. are regular. Hence 
if A E A, 2 E x, then A-‘? = C,(C,dC,)-‘Cl? E C,(C,AC,)HClx. This im- 
plies AHx c C,(C,AC,)HC,~, whence (1) holds. n 
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Since we know that ZIG exists for H-matrices B, a natural question is how 
to find preconditioning matrices CA and C, for A such that B = C,AC, is an 
H-matrix. The special choice C, = A- ‘, C, = Z (or C, = I, C, = A - ’ ) for some 
A E A, in particular for A = A, has been recommended in the literature 
(Hansen and Smith [ll]). The justification is that then B contains the unit 
matrix; hence, if the radii of the entries of A are sufficiently small, B will 
certainly be diagonally dominant. In the following we shall give stronger 
justifications for this choice. 
As a preparation we prove the following technical result. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A E II!RnX”, C E lRnXn, and suppose that CA is un 
H-matrix. Then A is regulur, and the following rehztions hold: 
ICI a (CA)lA-‘1, (2) 
I - (@(p(A) > (CA)-l(CA). (3) 
Proof. Since every H-matrix is regular, CA and therefore A and A E A 
are regular. To prove (2) we use the Jacobi decomposition CA = D - E of CA. 
Since CA is thin, (0) = IDI, _w h ence (D being diagonal) (WD)?A_‘l = (Dk’( 
= IC,+ Ek'l < ICI-t IEl [A-‘[. H ence we have (CA)]A-‘1 =((D) - 
IEI)IA-‘I 6 ICI, and (2) holds. 
Since C is thin, CA=CA+CA=CA+[-l,l]]C]p(A) by (B20), and 
since 0 e (CA),, we have, by (04), 
(CA) = (CA) - ]C]p(A). (4) 
Now CA E CA is H-matrix, hence (CA) - ’ > 0, and 
[Z-IA-+(A)] - (CA)-l(CA) 
= (CA)-‘[(CA) - (CA) - (Cri)lk'Ip(A)] 
= (Cti)-‘(ICI - (Cti)lk’I)p(A) > 0 
by (4) and (2). Therefore (3) holds. n 
THEOREM 5. For A E IIRnx”, the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is regular, and A- ‘A is an H-matrix. 
(ii) There are matrices C,, C, E R nXn such that C,ACs is an H-matrix. 
(iii) A is regular, and a(]A-‘lo(A))< 1. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) is immediate. Suppose now that (ii) holds. Put B = AC,. 
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Then B = AC, and C,b = C,AC, E C,AC, is an H-matrix. Hence C, and C,B 
are regular, and (C,B) -’ > 0. Since C,B = C,ACs is an H-matrix, there are 
positive vectors u, v such that (C,B)u = v. Hence by (3), [I - ]k’]p(ZI)]u 
> (C,B)_‘(C,B)u = (C,B)_ ‘v > 0, since (C, Z?) - ’ is nonnegative and reg- 
ular. So ]B-‘]p(B)u < u, whence a(]k’]p(B))< 1. By (P3) and (B12) we 
have 
a(lk’lp(A)) = u(l@+(A)) +~(lCzll~-‘IdA)) 
= u(~*-‘~P(A)IC,I) G ~(l~-~k+%)) 
= a(@‘lp(B)) < 1, 
and (iii) hoJds. Finally, if (iii? hoids, then there is y > 0 with ]&‘l~(A)u < u. 
Hence (A-‘A)u = (I - A-‘A) u 2 (I - ]A-‘A])u = u - ]A-‘]p(A)u > 0, 
by (B7), (Olj, and (B5). Therefore k’A is an H-matrix and (i) holds. n 
Among the one-sided preconditioners, the midpoint inverse has the follow- 
ing extremal property. 
THEOREM 6. Let A E lXR”x”. Zf, for xnne C E RnX” and some scaled 
maximum rwrm, III - CA]] < 1, then A is regular and 
III - &‘A]] < ]]I - CA]]. (5) 
In particular if k ‘A is an H-matrix, then 
u(~Z-klA~)gu(~Z-CA() forall CER”~“. (6) 
Proof. We put 
S=Z-CA, T=Z-A-IA. 
Then S=I-CA, F=O, whence 
ICI = ](I - q&J-‘I = IA-1 - &-‘I 
> IA-‘I - ISIlk’I = (I - ISl)lPl, 
ISI - IsI = P(S) =lClp(A) a (I - l~l)l~-%dA) 
= (I -Is&(T) = (I - I$)lTI. 
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Therefore 
(I- IWlSl -PI> 2 IW - ISI). (7) 
But by hypothesis, (1. I( = (I. (Iu f or some u > 0, and ]S(u = ]I - CA]u = 0 < u. 
In particular, ]S]u < ]S]u < u, whence a(]S])< 1 and (I - IS])-’ > 0. There- 
fore (7) implies 
(Is( - IT+4 > (I - (S() -‘(sl(z - ISl)u 2 0, 
whence VI 7 lllW4 Q IlI~l4l = IIW n is implies (5). If A-lA is an H-matrix, 
then o(JZ - A-IA])= o(]A-‘]p(A))< 1, and since the spectral radius of JSJ 
(IT]) is the infimum of ](S(( (IIT]]) over alI scaled maximum norms, (6) follows. 
n 
REMARK 1. In different context, Scheu [24] shows a similar extremal 
property II IA-‘1 IA - AI II m G 1) JB-‘1 JB - A] Jim for B E [WnXn. 
REMARK 2. The relation (6) has been proved by Krawczyk [14] for a 
restricted choice of C. 
As a corollary of Theorems 5 and 6, we improve a result of Krawczyk and 
Selsmark [15, Theorem 51. 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose that for A E IIRnXn, the matrix k’A is an 
H-matrix. Then for evey B G A, the matrix & ‘B is again an H-matrix. 
Moreover 
))I - h-‘B)) <)/I - ti-'Al) (8) 
for every scaled maximum m with ((I - A-‘A]] < 1; in particular 
a(lZ - h-‘Bj) < u(lZ - k'A(). (9) 
Proof. A-‘B g &‘A, whence A- ‘B is an H-matrix. Hence by Theorem 
5, &‘B is an H-matrix, and by Theorem 6, ((I - 8_lB(( < (]I - AplB(] < 
]]I - d-‘All. Hence (8) holds, and (9) follows as before. n 
Theorem 5 leaves the question unanswered whether every regular matrix 
A can be preconditioned to an H-matrix. The regular matrix A considered in 
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Remark 3 after Theorem 3 shows that the answer is negative. In fact, with 
y = [O&1.2], z = [ - 0.5,0.5] we have 
A-l= le2 l - 0.1 - 0.1 
Hence (klA)u = [ - 0.2,2.2]~ 3 0 for u = (l,l, l)r, so that by Lemma 2 
and Lemma 7, &‘A is not an H-matrix. By Theorem 5, no choice of C, and 
C, makes C,ACs an H-matrix. It is an open question whether C, and C, can 
be chosen such that (C,AC,)c exists. 
In contrast to this, we have the following interesting result. 
THEOREM 7. Zf A E IIlwnx” is regular and k’ >, 0, then k’A is an 
H-matrix. 
Proof By contradiction. If A-‘A is not an H-matrix, then a(p(A)A-‘) 
= o(A-‘p(A))= a(]A-‘[p(A))>, 1 by Theorem 5. Hence there is a nonzero 
vector u 2 0 such that p(A)A-‘u > u. By Lemma 2(iv), this contradicts the 
fact that A is regular. n 
7. FIXPOINT ITERATION 
In this section we study the iteration y(‘+ ‘) = LF(x + Ey”)) for a strong 
splitting A = L - E (L lower triangular) of an H-matrix A and arbitrary 
starting vectors y(O). This will lead us to a further sublinear map enclosing AH: 
the fixpoint inverse AF. The restriction to H-matrices is essential (cf. Theorem 
12 below). 
THEOREM 8. Let A be an H-matrix, and suppose that A = L - E is a 
strong triangular splitting of A. Then for arbitrary x E TIR”, the following 
statements hold: 
(i) The equation 
y = LF(x + Ey) (1) 
has a unique solution y E IIR”. 
(ii) Thf3 iteration 
yU+l) = LF(* + Ey(‘)) (1=0,1,2,...) (2) 
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converges to y for all starting vectors y(O) E IIR “, with 
((4(Y(lf1)7 Y)II d PIl&‘z’~ dll 
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(3) 
for any monotone norm satisfying 
IJ(~)-‘IElIl=wl. (4) 
(iii) Zf y(l) C y(O), then for i = 0, 1,. . . , 
y c y(i) c y(i-U _C . . . c y(O). 
(iv) Zf y(O) C y “),thenfori=O,l,..., 
y(o) _c . . . c y("-') c y'"'G y. 
- 
(5) 
(6) 
Proof. By Lemma 3&i), the matrix (L) -lIEI has spectral radius less 
than one. Therefore there exists a monotone norm such that (4) holds. Now 
the map \k : IIR n + IIR n defined by 
'Fy: = LF(x + Ey) 
satisfies 
q(\ky,\kx) = q(LF(x + Ey), LF(x + Ex)) 
< ILFJq(x + Ey, x + Ez) by (5) 
= (LFlq(Ey, Ez) 
G lLFIIE1q(y, 2) by (D7) 
= (V’IElq(y, 4 
by Proposition 4, and (4) implies 
IlqPY%4l49(Y~ 411 (7) 
for all y, z E IIRfi. By Schrtier’s [25] generalization of the Banach fixpoint 
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theorem to locally complete metric spaces, it follows that \k has a unique 
fixpoint y E IIIR”, and for arbitrary y(O). the iteration y(‘+‘) = \Ey”‘, i.e. (2), 
converges to y with speed determined by (3). This proves (i) and (ii). 
For the proof of (iii) we first note that ?Tr is inclusion isotonic. Hence if 
y”’ G y (l-l) then y Cl+ 1) = \kyV) c \ky Cl- 1) = y(0* so if y(n c y(o), then y(0 c 
Y (k)foralll>k,andforl+cowefindy~y . (k) This implies (iii). (iv) follows 
in the same way by reversing the inclusion signs. W 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A be an H-matrix. Then there is a unique map 
AF: IIR” + IIIR” such that for all direct triangular splittings A = LeE and 
all x, y E XIBB” we have 
AFx = LF(x + EAFx), (8) 
LF(x+Ey)cy =+. AFxsy, (9) 
y_cLF(x+Ey) =a y_cAFx. 00) 
Moreover, AF encloses the hull inverse of A, 
AH s AF. 01) 
Proof. Let L0E be a direct triangular splitting of A. By Lemma B(n), 
L - E is a strong splitting, whence, by the last theorem, for every x E IIR” 
there is a unique vector y with (1). Let L = D - Lo be the Jacobi splitting of 
L. Since L - E is a direct splitting, E, = E + Lo is a direct sum and D - E, is 
the Jacobi splitting of A. By (l), Proposition 4, and (B27), we now have 
y = LF( x + Ey) = DF( x + Ey + L,y) 
= DF[x +(E@L,)y] = DF(z + E,y). 
Hence y is independent of the particular direct splitting of A. Therefore the 
map AF which maps x E IIllS ” to the unique y E ID&’ n with (1) is well defined 
and satisfies (8). The implications (9) and (10) are immediate consequences of 
Theorem B(iii),(iv). To show (11) we observe that for every A E A there are 
z E LLE E E such that A = E - 2. Hence if f E x, y = A-%, then L = Ay = 
Ly - Ey, whence y = z-‘(x + Ey) E LF(x + Ey), and (10) implies y E AFx. 
Therefore AFx also contains the hull AHx of all A-‘?, A E A, f E x. n 
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We call AF the Finverse (j&point inverse) of the H-matrix A. Note that 
by Proposition 4, AF agrees with the previously defined AF for triangular 
matrices A (which always are H-matrices). 
THEOREM 9. Let A be an H-matrix. Then 
(i) AF is a sublinear and norm1 map with 
lAFI = (A)-‘. 
(ii) Zf A is thin then AF is linear and 
K(A) = A-'. 
(12) 
(13) 
(iii) ZfB~AthenBisanH-matrixandBF~AF. 
Proof. We fix a direct triangular splitting A = L8E. If x c y then 
LF(x + EAFy) c LF(y + EAFy) = AFy, whence AFx c AFy by (9). Hence AF is 
inclusion isotonic. Homogeneity is immediate. To show subadditivity we put 
z: = AFx + AFy, so that 
LF(x+y+Ez)=LF[x+y+E(AFx+AFy)] 
c LF( x + y + EAFx + EAFy ) 
G LF( r + EAFx) + LF( y + EAFy ) 
= AFx + AFy = .z. 04) 
Hence AF(x + y) c z = AFx + AFy by (9). Therefore AF is sublinear. More 
over, if A is thin, then L, E are thin, LF is linear, and (14) holds with equality 
throughout. Since the fixpoint is unique, AF(x + y) = z = AFx + AFy and AF is 
linear. 
To show (12) we apply Proposition 3 and obtain 
JAFI = (I - ILFJIEM() -lILFI 
= (I - (L)_lIEI) -l(L)-’ 
= ((L) - IEI) -‘= (A)-‘, 
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since L - E is a direct splitting. Moreover, Proposition 3 also show that AF is 
normal. 
To show (13) we observe that for thin A (and hence L, E) and thin x the 
vectory=A-‘xsatisfiesx+Ey=Ay+Ey=Ly;hencey=L-’(x+Ey)= 
L’(x + Ey), whence AFx = y = A-lx. Substitution of x = e(‘) for i = l,...,n 
provides (13). 
Finally, if B c A, then B is an H-matrix [Lemma 7(i)]. If A = L - E and 
B = L’- E’ are Jacobi splittings, then L’s L, E’G E, and LIF(x + E’AFx)z 
LF( x + EAFx) = AFx, whence by (9) (adapted to B) we have BFx c AFx for alI 
x E IN!“. This implies (iii). n 
We end this section with an optimality result for the convergence speed of 
the iteration (2). 
THEOREM 10. Let A be an H-matrix, and let 1). 11 be a scaled maximum 
norm. Then among all strong triangular splittings A = L - E, the spectral 
radius a((L)-‘[El) and the guaranteed upper bound II(L)-‘IE(I( for the 
convergence factor of the iteration 
y([+‘) = LF( x + Ey”‘) 
assume their minimal value for the Gauss-Seidel splitting. 
Proof. Let A = L - E be a strong triangular splitting. Let A = L* - R* 
be the Gauss-Seidel splitting of A, and let E = L, - R, be the Gauss-Seidel 
splitting of E. Then 
R,= -R*, L*=L-L,, (15) 
whence in particular 
IEI = l&J + P* I * (16) 
Now if II(L)-‘IE( (( -C 1 and ]I. (( = (1. ]lU, then 
v: = (L)-‘JEJu < u. 
Therefore by (Ol), 
(17) 
(L*)v = (L - L,)v > (L)v -(L&I = (Elu - lL& 
= (L,((u - v)+ (R*lu > (R*(u, 
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and since (L*) - ’ > 0, this implies 
(L*)-l(R*lu < 2). (18) 
Clearly (18) implies (((L*)-l(R*( I(11 < (Iz)((, = (l(L)-‘IFI II,. By property 
(P6) of the spectral radius, the Gauss-Seidel splitting also minimizes 
~GJ’IW n 
8. LOCAL SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
In the context of solving nonlinear equations an important auxiliary 
problem is the efficient enclosure of those solutions of the equation 
which lie in a given interval vector x (“local solutions”). Several algorithms for 
doing this have been suggested, and an important class of them is discussed 
below. We call a function @ a local solver for the matrix A if for every 
x, z E III%” (or z =0), @(x, z) is an interval vector (or the empty set) with 
@(x,z)~ { gExlAO=~forsomeAEA,fEx} (2) 
which is inclusion isotonic with respect to x: 
zcz’ - qx, z) c qx, z’). 
EXAMPLE 1. The definitions (a(~, z) : = A-% (if A-’ > 0) and 
ia(x, x): = AGx (if the triangular decomposition of A exists) define local 
solvers for A which are independent of z. We may call them global solvers 
for A. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that 
A=L-E ( L regular lower triangular) 
is a triangular splitting of A. We define 
(3) 
@(x, n): = LF(x + Ex). (4 
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If (1) holds for some 0 E z, then there are 1, E L, j? E E such that A = z - E’, 
whence &j = 2 + 8fj and 0 = zP1(3? + &j) E LF(x + En) = Q(x, n). Hence 
(2) holds. Clearly Cp is inclusion isotonic with respect to x. Therefore, Cp is a 
local solver for A. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Example 2, the vector y = @(x, z) defined by (4) can be 
computed componentwise as 
xi - ,Fi LikYk + CEikZk 
k 
Yi = 
Lii 
(i=l,...,n). 
Since both yk and zk enclose the kth component of the desired local SOhtiOn 
set, a sharper enclosure can be obtained by using in place of yk the 
intersection z; of t.& and zk. If we do this in each Step we obtain 
Xi - C LikZ; +CEikZk 
k<i k 
Yi = 
Lii 
i 
(i=l ,...,fl). 
z;=y,nq 
We denote the resulting vector z’ by r,(A, x, n), Then r,(A, -, 0) is a local 
solver and has the obvious property 
I’,(A,x,z)cLF(z+Ez).z forall X,zEIIlR”. (6) 
As we shall see below, the most important case is when (3) is the Gauss-Seidel 
splitting; then (5) becomes 
Xi - kFiAikz; - kFiAikZk 
Yi = 
Aii 
i 
(i = l,...,n), (54 
2; = Yi n zi 
and we denote the resulting vector z’ by I(A, X, z). We call IJA, a, a) the 
Gauss-SeMeZ soluer for A; I is inclusion isotonic with respect to A, x, and z. 
Before returning to the solution of (1) we discuss some properties of local 
solvers. Our first result shows the optimality of the Gauss-Seidel solver within 
the class of local solvers defined by triangular splittings. 
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THEOREM 11. Let A E IXR”x”, andsupposethatO~Aiifori=l,...,n. 
Then the inclusion 
r(A, x, z) c &,(A, X, Z) E LF(x + Ex)n z 
holds for all triangular splittings A = L - E of A with regular L. 
For the proof we need the following auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 14. For x, y, a, b, c E IIR with 0 $6 a, b, suppose that 
Then 
ycx/a, a=b-c. 
y c (x + cy)/b. 
Proof. For every jj E y there are f E x, d E a and $I E b, C E c such that 
Q=?/G, C=b-E. Hence %=iiij=&&--Eij and Q=(Z+i;p)/b~(x+ 
cy )/b. Since 0 E y is arbitrary, y c (x + cy)/ b. n 
Proof of Theorem 11. Let A = L - E be a triangular splitting with 
regular L. Then 
A, = Lik-Eik if k<i, 
zk 
- Eik if k>i. 
By (5), the ith component of the vector x* : = r,(A, x, n) satisfies 
Z: = zi n yi*/Lii, (8) 
where 
ljf=Xi- C LikZc+zEikZk* 
k<i k 
By (5a), the ith component of the vector z’: = r(A, x, x) satisfies 
z; E yi = y;/Aii, (9) 
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where by (7), 
y;= xi - c Aikz; - c Aikzk 
k<i k>i 
~ pi - C Like; + C EikZ; + C EikZk. 
k<i kii k>i 
Suppose now that x; C zk * for all k < i (this is certainly true for i = 1). Since 
z; _c zk, we then have 
Now apply Lemma 14 to (9) with Aii = Lii - Eii. We find using (lo), that 
z(_c 
y(+ E,,z; c d 
Lii - Lii * 
(11) 
Since zl G xi, (11) and (8) show that zl c z:. By induction, xl c z,+ holds for 
all i, whence X’C z*. This proves T(A, x, x)~ I’,(A, x, x); the other inclu- 
sion is in (6). n 
As a corollary we have the following complement to Theorem 8. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let A be an H-matrix, and let A = L - E be a strong 
triangular splitting of A. Then for x, .z E IIR”, 
LF(z+Ez)cz * AFxcz. 
In particular, AFx is contained in the solution y of the equation y = LF(x + 
EY). 
Proof. z* : = Arx satisfies z* = I?( A, x, z*), whence z* c LF(x + E.z*) by 
Theorem 11. Hence by Theorem 8(iv), z* is contained in the solution y of 
y = LF(x + Ey). N ow if LF(x + Ez) G z, then by Theorem 8(iii), y c x, so 
thatAFx=z*cycz. m 
Our next result is concerned with the iterated use of the local solvers 
defined by triangular splittings. It gives an a posteriori sufficient condition for 
all solutions of (1) to be enclosed in a given vector x. It also indicates that this 
class of local solvers is of limited value for matrices which are not H-matrices. 
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THEOREM 12. Let A = L - E be a triangular splitting of A with regular 
L, and suppose that for the sequence defined by 
#). = z * 9 z(l+l):=rL(A,x,z(‘)), Z=O,l ,.a,, (12) 
there is an index k > 0 such that 
RI# zCk)G int(z). 
Then A is an H-matrix, L - E is a strong splitting of A, and 
(13) 
A% c AFx c zck) c int( z). 
As a preparation of the proof we show: 
(14) 
PROPOSITION 13. Zf the assumptions of Theorem 12 are satisfied, then 
0# z(‘+‘)= LF(x + Ez”‘) forall l>k, 
i.e., the intersection in (5) is superjluous for 1 > k. 
Proof. Define 
xi - c Lik@+‘)+ ~Eik@ 
y(‘): = k<i k 
Lii 
(15) 
We first show that 
q+ 1) = yp n Zi. (16) 
Indeed, since z(O) = z, this holds for 1 = 0 and all i. Suppose now that (16) 
holds for all pairs (I, i) lexicographically smaller than (m, j). Since .z(~+‘) G 
zCm) c zCm- ‘), inclusion isotonicity implies 
y!“‘_c y.m I I’ -l) . 
Hence, by definition of I,, (16), and (17), 
~jm+ l) = vi(“) n zj”) = yj’m) n yjm- 9 n zj = yjm) n z j. 
By induction, (16) holds generally. 
(17) 
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Now if (13) holds, then by (12) and (6) we have z(‘+l)S int(z) for all 
Z> k, whence by (16) we must have yj”= z$‘+‘) (otherwise, z/r+i) would 
contain some endpoint of ni). Insertion into (15) gives .z(l+ ‘) = LF(x + Es(r)); 
in particular z(r+ ‘) # 0 if z(‘) # 0, so that all z(l) are nonempty. n 
Proof of Theorem 12. We proceed by contraposition and assume that 
L - E is not a strong splitting of A. By Lemma 3(m) we have a((L)-‘IED 2 1, 
and by _(P8), there is a vector 0 > 0 _such that (L) - ’ 1 E 1 o >, TI # 0. Choose 
L E L, E E E such that (L) = (L), IEl = IE(; then 
(L)_‘(E:(v >, 2) # 0. (18) 
By Proposition 13, the vector y : = fl, a kz(‘) = lim, -t ,x(‘) is nonempty and 
satisfies the equation LF(x + Ey) = y. Hence the iteration defined by 
w(O): = y W(z+l+=tF(X+Ew(z)), Z=O,l,.*., 
satisfies w(l) = zF(x + ~?y) c LF(x + Ey) = y = w(O), and inductively w(‘+l) = 
L”( x + Bw(‘)) G L”( x + E:w(~-‘)) = w(‘). So the w(‘) form a nested sequence 
of intervals, whence w : = (7, > ow(l) = lim, _ oow(z) exists and satisfies 
LF(X + Ew) = w. (19) 
Moreover, since w c y G zck) c int(n), we can find a number (Y > 0 such that 
b:=w+u[-a,a]Q. (20) 
We now show that 
bGc:=LF(x+i?b). (21) 
Indeed, 
c = L”( x + Bw + Ii+ [ - a, a]) by (BZO) and (BS) , 
= EF(x + i?w)+(IyllE’lo[ - a,a] by Proposition 4 and (R8), 
2Lqx+Ew)+v[ -a,a] by (1% 
=w+v[-a,a]=b by (19) and (20). 
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Next we show that 
bi s #) (22) 
forallZ>Oandi=l,..., n. Indeed, (22) holds for I = 0 by (20), and if it holds 
for all pairs (1, i) lexicographicalIy smaller than (m + 1, j) then 
xi - c Ljkzim+l)+ zEjkzjm) 
yp0: = kij k 
I 
Ljj 
Xj - c ijkbk + xfijkbk 
kij k 
2 
Ljj 
=cj3-bj. 
Hence b. c x!“)n y!“‘) = ~!‘“+l). 
in the limit, b” C y =‘W 
By induction, (22) holds for all 
co) I/ we know b c WC’) for some I, then w 
I, i, whence 
. (r+n = EF(x 
+ &WC’)) 1 zF(x + Eb) = c 2 b; therefore again b c w(l) for all 1, and in the 
limit b G w, which contradicts (20), since u # 0. Therefore, L - E must be a 
strong splitting of A, and by Lemma 9 , A is an H-matrix. Assertion (14) 
now follows immediately from Propositions 12 and 13. n 
As an alternative to the componentwise intersection used in (5) and (6) we 
may consider intersection formation after the complete evaluation of a local 
solver. In analogy to Proposition 13, an easy condition can be given such that 
the intersections are superfluous again. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let f be a local solver, and suppose that for the 
sequence defined by 
z(O): = z 
7 +&+l): =+(~,d~))n#), Z=O,l,..., (23) 
there is an index k > 0 such that 
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Proof. Put y”): = +(x, z(l)), so that by (23), 
z([+ 1) = y(O n z (26) 
holds for 1= 0. If (26) holds for some 1, then, since + is inclusion isotone, 
Y 
(~+l)=~(x,z(~+l))~(p(x,x(~))=y(~), 
z(z+2) = y(l+l) n z(z+l) = y(z+l) n y(z) n z 
(27) 
= y(l+ l) n X, 
so that by induction, (26), (27) hold generally. In particular, if 0 # yCk’ c z, 
then by (27), y(l) c z for all I > k, so that z(‘+‘) = y(l) by (26). This proves 
(25). n 
With Proposition 14 in place of Proposition 13, the proof of Theorem 12 
shows that Theorem 12 remains true if (12) and (13) are replaced by (23) and 
(24), with the local solver @ defined by (4). On the other hand, for general 
local solvers, only the following weak substitute of Theorem 12 is available; 
unfortunately, its hypothesis cannot be tested (as yet) in a practical way. 
THEOREM 13. Let +(x, n) be a local solver for A, and suppose that there 
areA*EA, X*EX,Z*EZSUC~ th&A*n*=x*. If 
cp(x, z) C int(x), 
then A is regular and 
A% c int(z). 
The proof involves the following, preliminary result. 
LEMMA 15. Under the awumption of Theorem 13, let Z E z, A E A, f E x 
satisfy AZ = f. Then 2 E int(z) and A is regular. 
Proof. Since cp is a local solver, z” E +(x, z) c int(x), by assumption. If A 
is singular, then there is fj # 0 such that A@ = 0. Now r: = sup{ t b 0 ( Z + @ 
E z } exists, since x is bounded, and z* : = z + TQ E z \ int(z). But since 
A.z* = f, this contradicts the first part. Hence A is regular. n 
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Proof of Theorem 13. Since (p is a local solver, z* E Cp(x, n) C int(z). We 
proceed in two stages. 
(i) Let d E A. We want to show that A is regular. Put A( t ) : = A* + t( A 
- A*), so that A(O)= A*, A(t) E A for t E [O,l]. By Lemma 15, A(t) is 
regular for every t in the set T: = {t E [0, l] )38(t) E int(x): A(t)S(t) = x*}. 
Now T is closed, since A(t) is continuous and z is closed. Moreover 0 E T by 
assumption. Therefore 7 : = sup T E T, and there is a vector Z( 7) E x with 
&~)Z(r)=x*. By Lemma 15, detd(r)#O, and A(r))ir*=Z(r)~int(z). 
Hence Z(t) : = A(t)-%* is defined and is in int(z) for all t > r sufficiently 
close to r. By construction of 7 this implies T = 1. Hence 1 E T and A = A(1) 
is regular. Since A E A was arbitrary, A is regular. 
(ii) Let A E A, 3i: E X, and put A(t): = A* + t(A - A*), Z(t): = x* + t(? 
- x*) E x. If t E [O,l], then ?(t)E x and A(t) is regular. Hence i?(t): = 
_&(t)-%(t) describes a path with Z(O)= A*-%* = z* E int(z). By Lemma 15, 
this path can nowhere cross the boundary of x. Hence Z(t) E int(z) for all 
t E [O,l]. In particular, A-‘? = Z(1) E int(z). Since A E A, 2 E x were arbi- 
trary, this implies that AHx c int( z). n 
We now return to the solution of (1) for an H-matrix A E IIIIW n x” and 
3c E HR”. To determine an enclosure of the local solutions of (1) in z E IIR” 
we may iterate with (12) or (23). By Theorems 10 and 11, it is sensible to 
choose (12) with the Gauss-Seidel solver I, = I. Clearly, all z(I) contain the 
local solutions; moreover z(‘+ ‘) c z(l) so that the sequence converges. By 
Theorem 11, Theorem 8, and Proposition 11, the limit z* satisfies 
z* G AFx n .z, (28) 
and by Theorem 12 we cannot expect anything much better than this. 
If we are interested in an enclosure of all solutions of (l), then we must 
choose the starting vector z of (12) sufficiently large, and the condition (13) is 
a sufficient a posteriori condition for us to have succeeded. A more satisfac- 
tory choice of z is provided by Lemma 13 of Section 3: The knowledge of a 
pair u, 0 of positive real vectors with 
(A)uao>O (29) 
immediately gives the initial enclosure z: = [ - u, u] 11 x/I o of AHx, and by 
definition of a local solver, the iterates z (‘) then contain all solution of (1). We 
show that the z(r) converge to AFx. Indeed, with 
a: = Ilxl(o. z’: = LF(X + E.2) 
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for some direct splitting A = L - E, we havelx) d cyv; hence 
by (29) and Lemma 8, so that z’ G z and AFx c z by Proposition 11 (9). But it 
is easy to see that AFx c z(‘) implies AFx c I’( A, x, z(I)) = z@+l); therefore AFx 
is contained in the limit z*, and by (28) x* = AFx. 
For the construction of positive vectors U, v with (29), if they are not 
readily available, see the remark after Lemma 5. 
Finally, we relate the results of this section to some iteration procedures 
considered by Alefeld and Herzberger [2] (see also [3], [16]). They associate 
with the fixpoint problem 
y=x+By (30) 
the whole-step iteration, 
#+1) = * + &(‘) , (31) 
and the single-step iteration, 
zj’+l)= xi + c Bi&‘+‘) + c Bik@. 
k<i k>i 
(32) 
We recognize (31) and (32) as the iterated use of the local solver (4) for the 
matrix 
A:=Z-B (33) 
with the Richardson splitting in (31), and the splitting 
Lik= - Bik, Ei,=O for k<i, 
A-L-E, L,, = 1, E,, = Bii, (34) 
Lik = 6, Ei, = Bik for k > i 
in (32). Intersection forming is also treated in [2], resulting in the whole-step 
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iteration with intersection, 
#+l) = (x + Bz(‘))n z(Z), 
the single-step iteration with intersection, 
yp = xi + c &yf) + c Bi#, 
k<i k>i 
323 
(35) 
(36) 
and the single-step iteration with componentwise intersection, 
y,!“’ = xi + c f&@+‘) + c Bik#), 
k<i k&i 
(37) 
(35) and (36) are the iteration (23), applied to the local solvers (4) for the 
splittings (33) and (34), and (37) is the iteration (12) for the splitting (34). By 
Theorems 10 and 11 and Proposition 12, these iterations are inferior to those 
derived from the Gauss-Seidel splitting with respect to asymptotic con- 
vergence speed, attainable limit radius, and the radius of the Zth iterate. 
Moreover, it is shown in [2] that whole-step and/or single-step iteration 
converge for all starting vectors precisely when a]B] -C 1. This implies that A 
is an H-matrix; but as even simple one-dimensional examples show, the 
converse is not the case. Therefore, whole-step and single-step iteration are 
not as widely applicable as the iterations defined by direct splittings. 
Over-relaxation, also considered in [2], again leads to local solvers defined 
by triangular splittings, and hence does not give any improvement over the 
Gauss-Seidel solver. 
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